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Make money doing what you love. Kari Chapin’s insightful and inspiring guide to turning your

crafting skills into earned income has been completely revised and updated. The Handmade

Marketplace is filled with proven techniques that can help you brand your business, establish a

client base, sell your products, and effectively employ all aspects of social media. Learn how

easy it is to enjoy a lucrative career while leading the creative life you’ve always craved. 

“The Handmade Marketplace is the first small business book I have seen that is written to, for

and by the Indie Crafter. It is perfect for any crafter thinking of taking that next step and selling

their wares. The Handmade Marketplace is also a real page turner and enlightening read for

someone who has been in the crafty biz for years.”  � Betz White, designer and author of Sewing

Green“D.I.Y? Why not?! The Handmade Marketplace gives you all the answers to the D-I-

Whys, Whats and Hows of being a crafty-preneur in one handy, great and very informative

guide!”  � Amy Butler, Amy Butler DesignKari has thoughtfully created the very best guide book

for navigating the craft marketplace. Her personal voice, guided by personal experience is

evident throughout the book. You'll feel encouraged, inspired and informed..... totally confident

to jump start your own craft business!  � Jenny Hart, founder of Sublime Stitching and author

Embroidered EffectsIt's remarkable to read so much of the information I spent years divining

from trial and error between two covers! The Handmade Marketplace isn't just a guide for

navigating a very unique and burgeoning market, it's a fascinating record of how so many

people in the DIY movement have collectively contributed ideas about running independent

businesses with cornerstones of honesty, ethics and above all: personal creativity.  � Faythe

Levin, Director and author of Handmade NationThe Handmade Market Place is a fantastic

resource full of useful tips and guidelines from top D.I.Y. insiders. Their testimonials along with

Kari Chapin's easy to follow outline and the fabulous design work of Emily Martin (aka the

black apple) makes this book a must have for any makers library.  � BookPage"For folks who

create unique things with a view to getting paid, this book should prove quite useful...for

makers at any stage, from just-thinking-about-it to ready-to-quit-my-day-job."--This text refers to

the paperback edition.About the AuthorSince the publication of The Handmade Marketplace in

2010 and Grow Your Handmade Business in 2012, Kari Chapin has gained national visibility as

a sought-after speaker at craft business conferences and events. She also offers one-on-one

creative coaching and courses online. She is known for her effective coaching style and

distinctive, supportive voice, along with her strong ability to market and network.--This text

refers to the paperback edition.
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IntroductionSince The Handmade Marketplace was first published in 2010, I have been lucky

enough to travel and meet readers all over the United States. I’ve been to craft shows big and

small, conferences full of creative folks just like you, colleges, and intimate gatherings of guilds,

crafting circles, and stitch-and-bitches. I’ve met readers at bookstores, galleries, and boutiques.

I have answered hundreds, maybe even thousands of emails from readers just like you. I’ve

taught online classes, given speeches, contributed to other books, and written guest posts. I

have spread the word about the work we all do via magazines, radio programs, and television. I

have loved every minute of it, too.Back in 2009, I began writing the first version of this book

because I had information to share that wasn’t widely available. There weren’t a lot of

resources for hand-makers, and I decided to fill this gap in the market. Now we are all lucky

enough to have so many wonderful, different places to find information when we need it.With a

quick search on your computer, you can find just about anything you want. Things change so

fast. Even in the last couple of years, we’ve seen a boom in social media, with sites like

Instagram and Pinterest joining older siblings Twitter and Facebook. And the cameras that

come with our smart phones are better than the expensive digital cameras that we once

invested in.But as a writer, I believe that nothing can take the place of a good book. I feel the

same way about handmade products. So just as I asked readers in the beginning of The

Handmade Marketplace last time, I’m going to ask you now: Why do you craft? I imagine your

answers are similar to the ones I have about why I write. Because it feels good. Because you

enjoy it. Because you can’t imagine not doing it.Whatever your reason, I think it’s awesome. But

now I want to ask you another question: Why do you want to sell your crafts? That answer is

most likely very different.As for me, I have been crafting for pleasure for as long as I can

remember. It makes me feel useful and whole. An activity as simple as sewing a button back

onto my husband’s winter coat brings me much more personal satisfaction than a lot of the

things I have to do during a normal day. How about you?Many years ago I discovered the

concept of fulling (a.k.a. “felting”) wool sweaters and crafting things out of the transformed wool

— especially mittens. Actually, I became kind of obsessed with making mittens. It wasn’t really

the end result that drove me to keep making them, especially since I was living in the Deep

South at the time. I simply couldn’t stop. It was as if my hands were compelled to cut the wool

and sew on embellishments. I was officially smitten with mittens.I made so many mittens that I

ran out of people to give them to. Soon I had no idea what to do with the dozens of mittens I

was cranking out, so I began to leave them in public places with notes attached to them,

hoping they would find good homes.Back then there were no online marketplaces for me to

build a store, and though I had a blog, I had no idea what a powerful marketing tool it could

have been for me.If only I’d had then the resources that are available today. Though this was

just a few years ago, the craft community wasn’t at all what it is nowadays. I didn’t know of any

craft bloggers, and the books at the library weren’t the fresh, modern ones now

available.Today, of course, the craft community is thriving, with room for everyone, no matter

what your handmade forte. You can easily find kindred spirits to mentor you, inspire you, and

offer kind words when you make something wonderful. Our community is so creative, so alive,

and so welcoming. The benefits of reaching out to others and making yourself available in turn

are almost endless. Just as in any other area in your life, making friends and building

community around your passion is invaluable.Whatever your personal reason for handcrafting,

making things can be not only good for your soul, it can (let’s face it) also be good for your

bottom line. Selling your crafts is empowering, and collecting money for what you make feels

good. These days the demand for handmade goods is high. So many different ways are

available to sell your crafts that no matter what your life is like, you can find something that



works for you. If you’re a people person, craft fairs might be the way to go. If you have the time

to manage an online store, you can have a shop that is open 24/7 — and you don’t even have

to get out of your pajamas!I hope this book will be an encouraging force for you, that you will

garner new ideas and new strategies and discover all the places being a crafter and having

your own business can take you.My (All New!) Creative CollectiveWe all need a little help from

our friends, and I’ve rounded up some of the best of the best to help you on your creative

journey. The response to the Creative Collectives I assembled in the first edition of The

Handmade Marketplace and Grow Your Handmade Business was wonderful.I gather these

amazing people just for you. I ask them questions that I know you think about, and I ask them

for their stories, advice, and tips and tricks. These artisans, collaborators, organizers, shop

owners, teachers, and general crafts-business experts are here to help you. I am so grateful for

their guidance and willingness to be so open about their own experiences.All of the people in

this Creative Collective are special to me. I have followed their careers, ordered from their

shops, attended their craft shows, and in some cases, hired them outright to help me in my

own business. I asked them to be a part of this book, my darling book, because I knew you

would like them.It is so important to learn from one another. When we listen to each other’s

stories and share our own experiences, we have the opportunity to learn more than just

lessons or glean good advice. We have the chance to bond. To relate. To share. To create

community. To strengthen our own ideas and change our businesses for the better.It is with

great pleasure that I introduce this Creative Collective to you. A compact list of their online

homes can be found in the back of the book in the resource section (here �'” �). I’d love for you to

check out their websites, their shops, and their social media links. If anything you read in this

book from them helps you or inspires you, reach out and let them know The Handmade

Marketplace sent you!Without further ado . . .Ami LahoffI met Ami a while back when I went to

visit the Etsy headquarters in Hudson, New York. Luckily, Ami gave me a guided tour, and we

hit it off so well that we wound up chatting for hours after the tour was over. Turns out that Ami

makes amazing soaps with milk from the goats she raises. I bought some and haven’t used

any other soap since.Amy NietoAmy is a maker from Puerto Rico who now lives in Portland,

Oregon. I started following her blog almost 10 years ago when she was a film student in

Georgia. We met in person at a conference a few years ago, and I felt like I was meeting a

celebrity. She is so creative and interesting. She embroiders, sews, and takes wonderful

photographs. I enjoy watching her business grow.Bonnie ChristineBonnie is a wonderful

blogger, and her website is a feast for the eyes. I always make sure I have some time to really

pay attention when I go to her website. I asked her to join us because I think she writes great

features about creative businesses, I often find myself checking out what she recommends,

and I even purchase a lot of what she features. She introduces new people to the world, and

she does it with pretty style.Brenda LavellBrenda is a fantastic dyer of yarn and knitwear

pattern designer. She was able to follow her dream of working with fiber to full-time creative

employment. She does it all for her successful business, from photography to writing copy, and

she is a great person to learn from. A friend forwarded an email to me that Brenda had written

about her approach to marketing. It was so smart, and so good, that I asked for an introduction

right away, knowing that I wanted her in this book.Brittni MehlhoffI met Brittni at a conference

for creative businesspeople, and we hit it off right away. She is supersmart, creative, and all-

around amazing. She is a trendsetter for sure and can make something beautiful out of just

about anything. Being featured on her blog would be a big boon for any crafter. Brittni is an

amazing stylist: study her photographs! She is also the queen of excellent online DIY tutorials.

She has a lot of wisdom to share, and I’m grateful she is a part of this book.Cal PatchCal is a



wonder! She can sew anything, design anything, and teach you how to do it, too, with style and

ease. She is friendly, accessible, and a delight in every way. She is able to apply the same style

and ease that she puts into her one-of-a-kind creations into her business. Cal is the kind of

person that I could hang out with all day and never be bored.Cathy Zwicker & Torie NguyenI

met both Cathy and Torie, the ladies behind Crafty Wonderland, years ago, right after the first

edition of The Handmade Marketplace came out. I was lucky enough to see their famous craft

show, Crafty Wonderland, in action, and I’ve been to their hometown of Portland, Oregon, to

visit their store of the same name. They are true believers in our community and a great

support for crafters everywhere. They are a wonderful example of teamwork and

creativity.Crystalyn Kae BrennanCrystalyn is a handbag architect obsessed with color, pattern,

and texture. She’s been in business for over 10 years, and in that time has built a bona fide

handbag empire. She is easy to talk to and fun to be around. After meeting her at several

different craft shows and seeing her bags on a lot of stylish arms, I was excited to ask her to be

a part of this book.Flora BowleyFlora is a force of nature, with not only her beautiful name but

with her talents as a painter and teacher as well. She uses her painting talent to inspire

thousands of people to try it themselves. She is open enough with her processes to share

them completely in her online e-course and her creative retreats. She has mastered multiple

revenue streams from one interest, and her business has exploded as a result of her

bravery.The HandmatesThe Handmates are a group of ladies from Germany, and I found about

them because they wrote me a letter! They show their work in a little studio space and design

and knit hats and other accessories together. Doesn’t that sound like fun? I love the

perspective they bring about working on a team and the support they offer one another. I am

happy to introduce you to Caroline Just-Gassen, Barbara Lang-Prölß, and Christiane

Scheumann.Jessika HepburnDo you read Oh My! Handmade Goodness? I hope so! It’s a

wonderful community, curated and built just for people like you by Jessika. Her website is a

valuable resource for makers of all kinds, and I’m happy to include her advice and experience

for you to soak up. She has done so much in various creative worlds, and she is an excellent

person to have in your corner, even a virtual one.Kate LemmonKate wrote to me before a book

signing and asked a few questions. She then came to the signing, and we had an interaction

that really stood out. I went to her website after we met and was blown away. She has a real

talent for photography and has managed to create a successful business while in graduate

school. In fact, she has had a successful business since she was 17 years old!Kayte

TerryKayte is a writer, designer, and all-around crafty lady. She has written some of my favorite

craft books and is a real pro at everything she does, from styling a table to creating a mood

board to choosing a color palette.I’ve read her blogs for ages, and I can never get enough. She

is also a highly skilled stylist — if you’ve ever been to an Anthropologie store, you may have

seen her work. She is chock-full of great ideas, and I’m thrilled she is here to share with all of

us.Lauren FalkowskiLauren (Lola) is a designer who makes beautiful bags and accessories

with the most amazing color combinations. She lives in Brooklyn and finds inspiration

everywhere, and her expert eye is evident in her exquisitely crafted goods. I know a lot of

crafters lean toward not only making their own goods but developing the designs as well; Lola

is a pro at all of it. She is a wonderful resource.Lauren RudeckLauren is an artist and designer

who makes clever things out of her illustrations: necklaces, belt buckles, T-shirts, and prints. I

visited her booth at a craft show, and I was so impressed by her creativity. She also co-owns a

shop where she sells her work and the work of other crafters in Seattle. She also works a full-

time job not related to her craft work, which is something most of us can relate to as well.Leah

Cedar TompkinsLeah is responsible for some of the best creative business websites that I



know of. I’m sure you’ve seen her work; just check out her online portfolio to see her client list.

She guides us all through the process of deciding what kind of site our business needs,

branding, and design. A good website that is attractive to your customers and easy for you to

manage is essential. We all can use someone with Leah’s eye and skills on our team.Marcella

MarsellaMarcella calls herself “The Greatest Living Unknown American Artist™,” and I have to

say I hope that changes soon! She was a student of my annual Fresh Start e-course, and I was

impressed by her motivation and her work. She is wildly creative and uses upcycled materials

to make her one-of-a-kind jewelry, but she also is a talented illustrator and artist. A quick

browse through Marcella’s shop can show us all something about thinking outside of the

box.Marlo MiyashiroMarlo is a pillar of our community. I cannot say enough nice things about

her work, her style, or her ethics. She founded one of the biggest Etsy teams (Etsy RAIN in

Seattle). She has a wealth of knowledge on almost any subject that would be relevant to a

crafty business owner. From merchandising to wholesaling and every topic in between, Marlo

can teach you something valuable.Mary Kate McDevittMary Kate is an illustrator and designer.

I have several of her products on my desk, on my bookshelf, and hanging on my wall right now.

I even have one of her bags! She has a true talent for lettering and runs a successful business

from her studio. Mary Kate is a pro at selling her work herself, licensing her art for products,

and working freelance art gigs. I was thrilled to get her perspective on owning and running a

creative business.Michael WoodMichael “Tiny” Wood is the founder of the popular accessories

company Tinymeat. He’s been in business for 10 years, and his company has sold over

200,000 items! Wow! He works alone in a tiny studio and gets a ton done for a one-man

business. He is known for working with other artists and licenses their work to put on pouches,

wallets, passport cases, and other useful items. He lives in Portland, Oregon, with his wife and

a bunch of cute ducks.Mimi KirchnerI first became aware of Mimi’s work years ago, and it blew

me away. She is an incredibly talented fiber artist and has been working successfully since she

was a teenager — and that was 40-plus years ago! Mimi works from a home studio in New

England, and her blog is really a feast for the eyes. I love her in-process shots of projects. She

has had an amazing adventure with her business, and I’m so glad that she shared some of it

with us.Rob CartelliI first saw Rob and his work in Northampton, Massachusetts. It was so

beautiful. Rob keeps his business afloat while working a regular job and raising a family. He

offers us some really good insights about creating in batches and running a business while still

working another full-time job.Rosalie GaleI’ll be right up front here and tell you that Rosalie is

my pen pal, and I adore her both as a crafty professional, peer, and as a person. She runs a

store with another Creative Collective member, Lauren Rudeck, and she runs her company,

Ugly Baby, with her husband, Douglas Gale. Together she and Doug invented something called

Shower Art (look it up!). She is on a mission to organize the craft community through her

website, Unanimous Craft. Rosalie’s perspective is interesting because there are so many

facets to her business. She is a Web pro, an inventor, and an artist, as well as a brick-and-

mortar shop owner.Sara DelaneySara learned to crochet when she was a young girl and hasn’t

looked back since. She has turned her love of crochet into a successful position as a pattern

designer and teacher. You can see her work online at , the website of the company she works

for. There are many ways to earn a living doing what you love, and Sara has leveraged her

talents into a career in which she works both independently and in a shop with others. I think

it’s exciting when someone shows us that having a creative business can mean working with

other companies as well as on our own.Steph CortésSteph tells people that she can help them

discover their own awesomeness, and I believe her. She is talented at everything, it seems.

She has a love of geek culture and craft, which is a pretty great combination. I met her at a



conference where she was always surrounded by people seeking her opinions and her great

advice. She cooks, works with fiber, designs, draws, blogs, cross-stitches, and creates popular

kits for sale online. My point is, she doesn’t just stick to one thing and she manages to do

everything well.Tisa JacksonTisa is one of the friendliest people I’ve had the pleasure to meet

in our community. She is a talented paper artist and sells the cutest things in her Etsy shop and

at craft shows. She makes running a stationery business look fun and easy. Tisa is warm and

open and great at using various social media channels to successfully promote her

business.With these fine folks on our side, let’s dig in and get you started on the adventure of a

lifetime. Thank you for reading this book. I can’t wait to hear about the amazing things you do

and create.Chapter 1Setting the Scene for SuccessThe very fact that you’re reading this book

says that you’re interested in taking your handmade experience to the next level. Perhaps you

want a second income stream. Maybe you’re considering leaving your 9-to-5 job behind, but

you want to start slowly and test the waters a bit before you take a cannonball-type leap into

full-time entrepreneurship. Whatever your reasons, exploring how to sell your work is an

exciting endeavor.Nothing beats having your work appreciated so much that someone is willing

to trade their hard-earned money to own it. (Well, the feeling of coming across your work out in

the world when you weren’t expecting it is a super rush, too!) Doing what you love and actually

earning money from it is an amazing feeling. Doing work you both enjoy and control while

making a living at it is the best. It’s as simple as that. Even if you love your day job, no matter

what kind of satisfaction you get from it, the feeling of supporting yourself from something you

created can’t be beat.If you’re willing to put yourself out there and try new things, selling your

crafts can be a very rewarding experience. You can make it whatever you want — that is the

beauty of running your own business, whether large or small. You get to be in control, and you

can change your mind about the way things are happening whenever you want.Do you like to

stay up late and wake up late? You’re in luck if you’re your own boss because you can set your

own hours. You can also determine what your projects and objectives are, and you decide how

you measure your success.You’ll have the opportunity to hone and develop your skills with your

creative whims as your guide. Connecting with a community of buyers and like-minded sellers

is a little like choosing your own coworkers. The feedback you get once you put your work out

there into the world can feel like receiving a great review from a day job.Selling your crafts

doesn’t mean you have to be an expert at all things business. You just need to believe in

yourself, have the gumption to put yourself out there and the desire to jump into adventure. You

can take it anywhere you want. You don’t have to choose just one thing, either. If your creative

heart likes to decoupage and spin wool, then go for it.For the most part, all you need to start a

business is the desire to create and the desire to sell. If you choose to set up booths at craft

fairs during the summer or around the holidays, sure, you’ll need some extra supplies like a

tent and table. But armed with a digital camera and a computer, you could be in business at

any time.Crafters Talk AboutBeing Your Own BossWe can decide what to do, when to do it,

where, and how. If we decide to knit a golden hat with blue pom-poms at midnight, while

wearing our favorite pajamas and drinking our favorite drink with our feet on the table, nobody

can deter us. Inspiration is allowed to come whenever it likes. No boss tells us whether we are

allowed to take a day off, be ill, or see our children for lunch.— The HandmatesI never want to

lose the feeling of awe and excitement in thinking about how a little seedling of an idea I had

over five years ago has grown to my full-time dream job.— Lauren FalkowskiOwning my own

creative business allows me independence, freedom, and flexibility. I love making my own

schedule, taking time off when I want.— Cal PatchI used to read people saying things like “ I

quit my day job and now I work in the morning and do whatever I want the rest of the day ” and



think how great that sounded. Ha! I work hard, with long hours and seldom a day off.— Brenda

LavellSetting GoalsIf your schedule is already tight, consider what you want out of your

business before you dig in. Setting some clear objectives regarding why you want to sell your

crafts will help you make some important decisions along the way. Do you want to earn enough

money to keep your craft habit afloat? Do you want extra income to pay for an annual

vacation? Do you want to start a college fund for your kids? Or do you want to quit your day job

and craft full-time? When I asked you why you wanted a craft business, this is why.

Understanding what your motivation is will help you choose the direction you ultimately go

in.Like anything else in life, your craft business will give you what you put into it. If you choose

to have an online store and you want to make a big chunk of change within a year, you’ll need

to devote yourself to making sure that happens. This may require spending hours a day

updating your online store, answering questions from customers, and balancing your books.

You may find yourself spending Saturday mornings packing your orders, restocking supplies,

and focusing on your social media efforts for the upcoming week. Sundays may be spent

writing descriptions and uploading quality photos of your goods, after you take those photos of

course. Did you notice I didn’t mention the actual crafting yet? That’s because running a

business, even a small one, consists of a whole lot of business-related tasks on top of the

creating. Are you ready for that kind of commitment? Is your family?From the Creative

CollectiveRob Cartelli
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Andrea, “My Business is Up and Running. Thanks to Kari, my business is up and running. Her

step-by-step guide led me through around and over rough spots and gave good advice not only

from Kari but from her crafter's community. I have waited years to commit my time and invest it

and the dollars needed to get started. Kari's book gave me the confidence and the knowledge

I needed to get moving!”

kim, “Great book, great advice. I used the advice I read in here, along with advice from the

seller handbook on Etsy and reddit. I'm really glad that I did, because I felt very prepared to

start my business and I feel, that since I prepared so well, I've been successful starting a

business on Etsy. I definitely recommed this (along with any info you can get anywhere else for

free) to anyone who wants to or has considered starting a handmade business, whether it's on

Etsy or some other online marketplace.”

Foxylibrarian, “Great information!. I borrowed this from the public library and after getting 1/2

way through the book I knew I had to have this for myself. It is really well written and gave me

MANY insights  that were very helpful.  I will be reading and re-reading this book!!!!”

Sharon Mayes, “Great Book. Great book for a beginner like me. It makes a nice addition to my

library. No problems with the seller, item, nor shipping. Book arrived in great condition.”

Rachel Sue Josey, “Very happy with this purchase. In great condition and great price. Thank

you.”

SuzWaer, “wonderfully helpful!. I will use the tips in this must-read, over and over, as my

business grows. Thank you, for sharing this enjoyable and easy-to-read guide!”

Jackie Henderson, “This book is for the USA market and although very helpful the tax advice

was not relevant in UK. This book is for the USA market and although very helpful, the tax

advice was not relevant for the UK. Otherwise it's a very good book to aid someone like myself

who is starting out in selling my crafts.”

V. Walker, “Practical, useable advice and inspiration.. I have been dabbling with selling my

handmade items for a year or so but need confidence to take it to the next stage. This book is

really well written and easy to read with advice from a variety of people who are actually doing

it. It is very US based but most of it translates well. It has definitely spurred me on and given

me lots of practical advice.”

Pigwig, “Love this book. Love this book. Lots of advice to take on board. . Some isn’t applicable

to my situation (especially as I’m in uk) but it’s easy to cherry pick what suits  will work for me”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Very interesting and informative book”

Lesley Collier, “Sound advice- useful tips!. Excellent sound advice! Easy to follow ideas,

especially from those who have already been there!”

The book by Kari Chapin has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 165 people have provided feedback.
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